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Trivalent metal clusters (Al,, Gan, In,) are produced in a laser vaporization source. They are photoionized by a tunable UV laser and analysed through a time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. The mass spectra are recorded with a photon energy very close to the ionization threshold in order to enhance the relative stability of the clusters. Under these conditions, minima are observed in the mass spectra revealing the most stable clusters. These minima are observed as well for closed electronic shells as for closed atomic shells.
Due to the low melting point of bulk gallium, gallium clusters are liquid-like and roughly spherical. Electronic shells have been observed for the first time [I] in gallium clusters up to 7000 thousand valence electrons (about 2300 atoms). A nice supershell beating structure is observed around 2500 electrons. This number is considerably larger than expected from standard jellium calculations and is consistent with the introduction of a surface softness in the model.
In aluminum, the clusters are more rigid and under usual experimental conditions, they exhibit specific geometric arrangement typical of the octahedral symmetry 121. However, by heating the source nozzle, we obtain liquid-like aluminum clusters and observe the electronic shell structure up to 1800 electrons.
More experiments are now performed in order to measure these effects at larger sizes, and in particular to observe the second supershell beating structure in gallium clusters expected around 8000 electrons. This observation would confirm our model including the surface softness of the jellium background. These new experimental results will be presented at the conference.
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